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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
My investigation of Halo bacterium cutirubrurn is on
—ww—i i—namtitii!—iwhiiwki«»i»wia«»iiiiwm»»ai imLVijumiimmi
its adaptation to the extreme environment -- salterns, the
disclosure of unusual features of this bacterium as well
as the isolation and characterization of halophages infecting
this balophi 1 ic bacteriurn.
It has been found that the high salt concentration in
the natural habitat of the halobaeterium is essential for
the cell in that NaCl can strengthen the hydrophobic inter¬
actions and hence stabilise the halophilic proteins. The
hazardous intense sunlight in the saltern is a strong
selective pressure. The halobaeterium can tolerate the
pressure because of the carotenoid pigments it possesses
_L _«» eu jl
The carotenoids shield the bacterium from direct solar
radiation and also facilitate the DMA damage repairing
process, photoreactivation. •
I have used the antibiotic as the searching probe for
unusual features in H, cutirubrurn. It is found that the
halobaeterium is susceptible to nystatin, an antibiotic
that interacts specifically with sterol molecules. Further
investigation shows that cholesterol, or its derivatives is
present at a low percentage in this halophile. Among many
other eukaryotic features that found in halobaeterium, the
occurence of sterol is an additional one,
I have also isolated several. ba_lophage infecting
H. cutirubrum. One of these isolates, Ml, is proceeded
for further characterization. It resembles mor'phologically
other halophages so far reported in that it is tailed and
has an isometric head containing a double stranded DNA.
The buoyant density of this halophage in CsCl is x_.74 gm/ml.
Ml is characterized by its low adsorption rate and long
latent period. It is very sensitive to UV irradiation and
high temperature treatment. Like other reported halophages,
the viability of Ml is maintained only in high NaCl or YCl
concentrations.
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INTRODUCTION
Halobacterium, the halopbilic rod shaped bacteria,
and Halococcus, the halopbilic cocci, are grouped in the————ii i XJi—mini. 11HI HIinw—nm—
family Halobacteriaceae in Sergey's Manual (Gibbons, 1974).
These bacteria are obligate halophiles requiring at least
12 to 15o NaCl for growth.
The extremely halopbilic bacteria are red-pigmented
organisms which occur widely in natural waters of high
salinity, such as the Dead Sea, and salterns where salt is
obtained by solar evaporation of sea water. Their natural
habitat is one of intensive sunlight, low oxygen concentration,
high salt concentration and frequently also high organic
content. Economically, they are of concern for the damage
they cause to salted foods and hides, to which they are
introduced with sea salt (larsen, 1962).
Studies of the halophiles have begun since late 1950's.
The research work can roughly be divided into three periods.
Erom the early 1950's to mid 1960!s, work was on nutritional
requirements of the halophiles. Erom mid 1960's to early
1970's, investigations were mostly focussed on the halo-
philicity of the bacteria. Erom then onward, molecular
biology plays an important role and many unusual features
of the halophiles are disclosed. It is this last category
that the bulk of this review concerns most.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF Halobacterium
As far as the genus Halobacterium is concerned, species
of the following have been identified: Hal obac te~ ium halo hi urn,
2 cutirubrum, EL salinariurn, EL volcanii, H. saccharavorum
and Ii. trapanicum.PMCM ,WI—mm
'The nutritional requirements of these halophiles are
very complex. A comples medium devised by Seghal and
G-ibbons (I960) contains yeast extract and casarnino acid.
Chemically defined media have been published also and all
contain a number of amino acids (Dundas et al., 1963; Onishi
et al. , 1965; G-ochnaner and Kushner, 1971). Grey and Fitt
(1976) found that errowth of H. cutirubrum is much better
if only L-amino acids are used (rather than twice the
quantity of DL—amino acids), suggesting that certain D-amino
acids may inhibit growth.
It was thought for some years that most of the
Halobacterium did not metabolize carbohydrates. However,
one species, EL saccharavorum can metabolize glucose by
Entner-Doudoroff pathway, and it can also produce galactonic
acid from galactose lactobionic acid from lactose (Tomlinson
et al., 1974; Hochstein et al., 1976).
Halobacteria have a specific requirement for NaCl in
their environment, and it is possible to reolace sodiumV — —1—
chloride with other potassium or magnesium salts only to a
limited extent (Larsen, 1962). However, the presence of
_1L . ~f
Mg can reduce the dependence of the bacteria on Na
and cells grown with Ee are more resistant to
mechanical deformation (Abrams arid Gibbons, I960),
Under favourable growth conditions, say, sufficient
nutrient, good aeration and optimal growth temperature
(37°C), cells of Halobacterium are slender rods of the
size 0.6 to 1.0 by 1.0 to 6.0 jam and occur singly (Eig.l)
(Gibbons, 1974). In deficient media, the cells become
pleomorphic. When Mgr is deficient, cells become coccoid
(Abram and Gibbons, I960). The cells reproduce by binary
fission and do not form spores. When motile, they have
tuft of polar flagella,.
The Halobacterium shows a negative response towards
the Gram reaction. However, grouping the Halobacterium into
other Gram-negative bacteria is inappropriate because
it has been reported that the halophilic 5S ribosornal RNA
i
sequence exhibits as high as 68% homology with that of the
Gram-positive bacterium, Bacillus subtills, while retaining
about 58% homology with that of Exch.erich.ia coli (Nazar et—' • Maw——mmtMS«waiwMgwwww»awgawWMBaaMMgBaM»
al., 1978). The glutaminyl .tRNA of the halobacteria is
formed from the amidation of glutamyl tRNA (White and Bayley,
1972), a reaction restricted to Gram-positive bacteria only
(Wilcox and Nirenberg, 1968). The regulatory properties
reported for citrate synthetase from H. cut.iru.brnm resemble
those in Gram-positive bacteria also (Cazzulo, 1973).
4Fig. 1 EM photograph of an intact Halobacterium cutirubrum.
(A) Showing the rod shaped bacterium; the background is
laiden with salt crystals and flagellar, fragments (3) Highen
magnification to show the surface structure of the cell. Hars
are 0.5 um and 0.1 um respectively. (D'Aoust, J.Y and Kushner,
D.J., Can. J. Microbiol. 18 1767-1768, 1972).
Recently, molecular biologists become aware that
halobactenia actually should not be considered as an Eubactenia.
They prefer to group the Halobacterium into a newly defined'fititftaMmttvfM'twMarvuwr.»tmvumKttmsaumanM iMdMaamaiwniSUMHWA
kingdom, the Archaebacteria.
THE NEW KINGDOM, Archaebacteria—i HTifrTritrBT«fnnid—ittT.iMfcrgnihrrrr-Tm-1'rrrffcimn'iiiiBf i —mini»iimiHiin mnnwaminimitm-nrrrrif't,Tm
The biologist has customarily structured his world
in terms of certain basic dichotomies. Classically, what was
not plant was animal. The discovery that bacteria, which ini¬
tially had been considered as plants, resembled both plants
and animals less than plants and animals resembled one another
led to a reformation of the issue in terms of a yet more basicVi'
dichotomy, that of eukarvotes versus prokaryotesvj r 1 X w
mpe distinction between eukaryotes and prokaryotes
was initially defined in terms of subcellular structures%
visible with a microscope. At that level all cells
appeared to be either large and complex, and so eukaryotic,
or small and simple, and so prokaryotic. With the
advancement of molecular biology, the appeal of a
dichotomy is challenged : Two types of cell at the
microscopic level does not follow that there must be only
tvo types at the molecular level. Several groups of
bacteria isolated from certain extreme environments are
found showing some very unique traits in other instances
they are similar either to Euhactenia or to Eukaryotes
to different extent. These groups of bacteria are calles
Archaebacteria (Woese et al, 1978). Since Archaebacteria
are prokaryotes microscopically and possess eukaryotic
properties at the molecular level, it is neither appropriate
to consider this group as Prokaryote nor Eukaryote.
Molecular biologists come to agree that Archaebacteria
should he together with Eubactenia (this term is now
used in a sense wider than is usual among bacteriologists'
and Eukaryotes, constituting the three primary kingdoms
of living organisms (Woese and Eox, 1977).
Members of the Archaebacteria all show unique
features of the following : (i) a variety of cell walls,
none of which contain mureimic acid which is the hallmark of
eubacterial walls (Konig and handler, 1979; Jones et al,
1977)® (ii) membranes whose major component is a branched
chain (phytanyl), ether-linked lipid (Tornabene and
Langworthy, 1979; Tornabene et al, 1979; Langworthy et al.,
1974). Eor Euhacteria (used here and subsequently in the
broad sense) and Eukaryotes, only ether-linked straight
aliphatic chains have been reported. (iii) transfer
PIT A is devoid of ribothymidine in the TOG- loop (Best, 1978;
Woese and G-upter, 1981). (iv) distinctive RNA polymerase
subunit structures (Zillig et al., 1979). (v) the sequence
homology study of the 165 RNA also reveals that the
archaebacteria belong to a uniaue grout) of organisms
other than eubacteria and eukaryotes (Voese and Fox, 1977).
Archaebacteria include three subgroups : Methanogens
(Me th anoba, c t erium, Me thancbrev ibac t e r, Me than o genium,
Methanornicrobium, Methanospirillum and Methanosarcina) „waow-amiWBMaiarewiWiMiiawiimiPnwMiii'Miii«i«xvgw-.'«a»Jti-rei'Si?MBgu»iitfrvennkvriitic oovjt »-mo-w-oi-Trraoi in £»whw«tb—wa
Therrnoacidophiles (Thermop 1 asma and Sulfolobus) and
Halophiles (Halococcus and Halobacterium), The Methanogens
are strictly anaerobic and they are notorious for their
producing marsh gas, The Therrnoacidophiles.Gan only
be found in certain volcanic area where the temperature
is high and pH of the environment is lour Research work
of halophiles are mainly on Halobacterium cutirubrum,'wx»iarMmirsrriv,-ttr.wMa:»mi wwmwgwanMaaiarrrrarfnn
H. halobrium and H. salinarium; they are similar to one•mum uenau IIYH.--' fr-n'-rVi—.~|r , r.~~|rMrT-T|-rrT..
another in many respects and are the best characterized
ar cha eb a cteria,
ADAPTATION TO THE EXTREME ENVIRONMENT
Halobacteria live in waters of high salinity underUU v
conditions of intense sunlight and low oxygen tension.
Much effort has been spent on the investigation of how
these bacteria can adapt to grow in such extreme-
environments .
8(T) Halophilicity of Haloterium
(A) Intracellular Salt Concentration
Halobacteria grow optimally in. about
25% (4.3 M) NaCl, but they grow well even in
saturated NaCi. The adaptation o microorganisms.
to high external solute concentration can never
be achieved by maintaining a low internal solute
concentration (Kushner, 1968; Brown, 1976).
Studies on the internal salt strength in
halobacteria showed variable concentrations,
case that theAnyway, it is evident in every
total internal concentration of monovalent
cations exceeds the external concentration
( Bayley Morton 1978), i.e. the intracellular
concentration of K+ may be as high as 5.5 M, an
amount more than saturating the available water
(Matheson et. al., 1976).
The bulk cytoplasmic protein are well
adapted to the high concentrations of salts.
This is shown by the fact that enzymes from
halobacteria that have been studied require
high salt concentration for activity, stability
or both (Lauyi, 1974), and the ri bosornes are
disrupted when brought to medium of salt
concentration below about 160 Me.
9studies on the halobacterial proteins have
shown that there are preponderance of acidic
groups (Kushner, 1978). Baxter (1959) suggested
some years ago that salts supported the activity
of halophilic enzymes because the cations screened
negatively - charged groups and prevented their
mutual repulsion from distorting protein
conformation. This has been found to be true
for a number of enzymes of extreme realophiles
(Lanyi, 1974). Other than the charge-shielding
action of the cations, Lanyi and Stevenson
(1970) and Lanyi. (1974) considersd that very
high concentrations of monovalent salts might
be needed to maintain hydrophobic interactions
in halophilic proteins throu the "salting-out"
action, because hydrophobic interactions,
normally very important in maintaining protein
structure are weaker than usual in halobacterial
proteins (Kushner, 1978).
(B) Requirement for Salts in Maintaining the Envelope
As discussed previously, the cell envelope
of halobacteria differs to that of eubacteria
in the absence of muarrtic acid, so the peptidoglycan
layer. This ba thterial hallmark is being replaced
by a glycoprotein coat.
Early investigations have revealed that
this halophidic cell envelope is extremely
sensitive to the innie strength of the medium
When halohacteria are removed from 25% haCI and
suspended in successively lower NaCl concentra¬
tions. they change from rods to spheres and the
lyse at about 1.0 M NaCl (Abram and Gibbons,
I960; 1961). The lysis was first believed to
be solely osmotic pressure in nature. latter
experiments have shown, however, that osmosis
alone certainly does not explain the lysis of
halohacteria in hypotonic solutions.
Chemical analysis of the halobacterialIW
envelope showed that the total lipid content
was near 20%: the protein content was around
70 to 75% (Steensland et al., 1966), Eor the
protein part, there was an excess of acidic
over1 ha si c rmmnonent of about 20 mole %« In
other words the bulk of the halobacterial envelope
is dominalingly acidic (Lanyi, 1974). An excess
of negative changes would cause a dispersion of
the envelope subamis if not effectively
neutralized- by cations.
Kushner (1964) found that NaCl, on a
molar basis, is much more effective than KC1 in
11
preserving the integrity of the cells. Larsen
(1967) proposed that Na+ may act specifically
on certain sites on the cell envelope to
-Dreven t leakae of materials from -the cells.
Mernbrance proteins, like other halophilic
proteins, contain a much higher proportions of
polar to non-polar residues (Lanyi, 19,74).
Brown (1976) suggested that high NaC1 concentra-
tions may also affect envelope stability by
supporting hydrophobic bonds as the case for
cytoplasmic proteins.
The envelope of the halobacteria almost
contains all the lipids of the cell (Kush.ner
et al., 1964). The main components of these
lipids are the diphy ttanyl ether analog of
phosphatidy L glycerophosphate (63% of the total
lipid) and of a glycolip:id sulphate (23% of the
total lipid) (Kates, 1972). The lipids of the
halophiles are unusually acidic, containing
few or no basic group. Brown (1965) suggested
that the acidic groups of the envelope protein
were at or near the surface, while the basil
groups bruied beneath the surface, in which they
could well be interacting with the acidic groups
of phospholipi..d.s (Brown, 1976). Thus, the acidity
of the phospholipids could effectively increase
that of the envelope proteins and so is more
demending for La ions to prevent the mutual
repulsion among the negatively charged groups.
(ii) Adaptation to Intense Light and Low Oxygen
Concentration
One remarkable feature of halobacteria is that
there are two types of membrane, one is red and the
other is purple. The red membrane predominates in
cells grown aerobically, but when cells are grown
under conditions of high light intensity and low
oxygen concentration, they develop patches of purple
membrane about 0.5 mm in diameter within the red
membrane (i.e. the cell membranes of extremely
halophilic bacteria are'clearly mosaic).
It is interesting to note that various pigments
found on halobacteria membranes are rarely found inL
other bacteria (Morton and Bayley, 1978). Of the
pigments, Cq carotenoids (Bacterioruberins) are
found only in the red membrane, while retinal is
found only in the purple (Kushwaha et al., 1975).
The occurrence of carotenoid pigments on the
halobacterial membrane is a mean for the bacterium
to resist the intensive sunlight which is commonly
encountered in the halophile's natural habitat,
Hescox and Carlberg (1972) suggested that carotenoids
do not protect the halophiles directly against damag
from the U.V component (Wavelength about 260 nm) in
the intense sunlierht but that thev serve a function
in the repair of DNA by photoreactivation, There i
also evidence that ca.rotenoids may protect cells
against damage by photosensitized oxidation (Krinsky
1977).
The purple membrane contains two peculia
proteins, the bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin
(Lanyi, 1931),
Bacteriorhodopsih-.consists of a single
protein chain to which is attached a molecule of
retinaldchvde. Retinaldehvde. like the light
%
sensitive pigments of the eye is a derivative of
Vitamin A, largely from the work of Stoeckenius
and his associates (Stoeckonius, 1976: Oesterhelt
and Stoeckenius, 19731'Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius,
1971) it is clear that' the function of the
bacteriorhiodoiDsin is to provide the cell with a
unique system for photophosphorylation. Energy
absorbed from the visible spectrum enables the
+
bacteriorhyodopsin to translocate H ions across the
membrane from the interior of the cell to the outside.
The protonmotive force created in this way is coupled
to ATP synthesis by a PI ATPase in the red membrane
(Lanyi, 1978).
The halorhodopsin is a retinal-protein-i. j-
that acts as a sodium pump for sodium extrusion
driven by light. It is likely that this retinal
protein can also energize ATP synthesis under visible
light irradiation (Lanyi, 1981).
With the bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin,
the low ATP concentration attained, under oxygen
deficient conditions can be restored efficiently.
OTHER UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS OE Halobacteriunw—iiminOTniTwrTiraim-nriri-iTiri-TTniT»nmMi«.ii—iiii'ir-iWi«n'trTi—cbi—mbmnnrn-T-iiimrirra—wBSUinnmnrun)WMQ3unwi'BWM4attjm-'Ssqnv3iass2iia8-sasunniMmiact
The unusual features of the halobacterium just% t
described either pertain to the Archaebacteria KingdomJj. w
or as direct adaptations to the environments. There are
other novel features of the halobacteria, however, appear
to resemble the eukaryotic ones very much and are unlikely
to be related to environmental stresses. ..These features
may have more phylogenetic than adaptive significance.
(I) Cell Envelope Glycoprotein_ - _ - — - - — —-An - - - - -- - —
The walls of halo bacteria differ from those of
other bacteria in lacking the peptidoglyeans that
normally provide rigidity to the cell. Instead, in
halobacteria, this function is served by a high mole¬
cular weight glycoprotein which forms the principal
component (40 to 50%) of the cell wall (Mescher and
Strominger, 1976). Structural studies showed that
the glycoprotein possesses oligosaccharide chains
attached to the polypeptide via two different types
of linkage. The di- and tri-saccharides are attached
to the; protein via O-glycosidic bonds between
galactose at the reducing end of the saccharides and
the hyproxy1 group of threonine. The large amino
sugar-containing heterosaceharide is attached to the
protein via an alkaline-stable linkage, a N-glycosylamine
bond to the amide group of asparagine. Bonds of these
types are the most common protein-carbohydrate
linkages found in eukaryotic glycoprotein but not
in bacteria. (The only other bacterium that possesses
this kind of glycoprotein is Thermoplasma, another
archaebact e rium).
It is interesting to note that when Halobacterium
—it c fK'Wtziuri KUSBBWTWii zun OJ 0»WJI -ill
is treated with bacitracin, an antibiotic that blocks
glycosylate.on, the cells change from rods to spheres.
The fact that proteins appears to be formed continuous-
lv but not fully giveosviated suggests that the
carbohydrate moieties are essential to maintain tin.
cell's shape (Mescher and S'trominger, 1976).
(II) the Genome
—Wwhmwa a—wwnmnuai—aw—w
All of the extremely halophllic bacteria, both
halobacteria and halococci, that have been examined are
characterized by the oresence of a minor DNA component
with a GO content of 57 to 60%, In a CsGl gradient,
this band separates from the main component with a GO
content of 66 to 6Q% (Moore and McCarthy, 1969; Joshi
et al., 1963). In halobacteria, the amount of the minor
component varies with species from 11 to J6% of the tota-«c.«
DNA, but for any species, the amount of satellite remain
constant (Joshi et al., 1963), The minor component so
found Is resistant to acriflavin, acrichine orange or
mitomycin treatments, indicating that is is not due to
episomes. Sequence homology study showed that between
Halobacterium species, the same divergence of basei.TaTitfiorwwraft.-ift'
sequence had occurred within the minor DNA component
as within the major DNA (Moore and McCarthy, 1969)•
The existence of a physically separate minor DNA
component does not depend on DNA breakage (Joshi et
al., 1963)j which means that halobacteria effectively
possess at least two chromosomes.
The possible function of the minor component is
not very clear. However, Moore and McCarthy (1969)
reported, thot both major and minor DMA components
hybridized to rnRNA, indicating that both are actively
transcribed.
The physical organization of the halobacterial
genome is also an unusual feature. Through the study
of MA restriction endonuclease digestion patterns
of H• haiobium and H. volcanii, Sapienza and Doolittle
(1932) reported that the genomes of halobacteria
harbour many different, and perhaps rather small,
families of repeated sequences whose members are
probably both dispersed and clustered in both
plasmid and chromosomal DNAs. Also, some repetitive
DNAs are more highly conserved in sequence between
two distantly related halobacterial species than
are unique sequence MA si The genomic rearrangements
affecting the location of repetitive sequences are
frequent and not necessarily associated with detectable
phenotypic alterations, How these repeating DNA
sequences affect the phenotype of the cell is
still obscure for the time being. Anyway, never
before was there any report on tee study on proko-ryotic
genomes revealing the complexity of repeated sequence
composition, arrangement and rearrangement as
demonstrated in halobacteria.
(Ill) Aminoacylation of tlNA
Kwok and Wong (1980) had measured the cross-
species reactivities between tRNAs and aminoacyl-
tRNA synthetases so as to estimate the relatedness of
various prokaryotes to the eukaryotes. They found
that the tRNA of H. cutirubrum, unlike that of
other prokayotes, shares with yeast, rat liver, and
wheat germ tRNA to show a distinct preference for
aminoacylation by eukaryotic synthetases from yeast
as opposed to prokaryotic synthetases from either
E. coli or Rhodonseudomonas spheroides. With respect
to their work, it seems that halobacteria have a closer
kinship to eukaryotes than to prokaryotes.
(IV) Initiation of Translation
.MWMOBafwww—Himhimanm ininmsmmmmmaii inm eani MMBwapaataoaiawa—wa wnwwtmTrrrnin——nr~
In E. coli or other systems using 70s ribosomesmasonwHnifrMraegweafttMMM
for protein synthesis, translation is initiated by
X
N-formyl - methioninyl - tRNA However, experiments
by White and Bayley (1972), both in vivo and in vitro,
failed to detect formylated methionine or any formy™
la ting enzyme in PL cut.irubrum. Among the Met- tRNAgmamasxtWaE'lWiMMamnam;JUjwawHihr—
isolated, about 65% of them could be formylated by
E. coli transformylase. It is thus believed that»»wiwn.i n.wm—mmn
the 65% species is the initiator for translation.
The halophilic ribosomes do, however, show
some unusual properties. The 70S ribosomes require
at least 3.4 M K+ and 100 mM Mg1+ for stability, and
in the typical buffers used in prokaryotic and
eukaryotic ribosomal studies, the halophilic
ribosome dissociates (Bayley, 1966), In most non-
halophilic ribosomes, from both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes, the ribosomal proteins are mainly basic
proteins with just a few acidic proteins. In halobac-
teria, however, the reverse is true, and almost all
the ribosomal proteins are acidic.
One protein in the 50S particle, H120, has
received detailed study. This protein is acidic, and
has an alanine content of over 25% It also lacks
His, Cys and Trp residues (Oda et al,, 1974; Strom
and Visentin, 1973). Sequence study showed that
there are homologies between the N-terminal sequences
of HI 2.0 and the corresponding ribosomal proteins
in two eukaryotes. Of the first ten residues, five
are identical in HL20 and in an acidic ribosomal
protein from Saccharomyces cerevisine; while in
HL20 and in protein LI2 from the erine shrimp,
Artemia salina, five of the first eight are theMniimiwi'iinanin Mia.li!'.annmi«iiiwaasaiiWiTUrnwrimhwmmw
same (Amons et al., 1977) Matheson and Yaguchi
(1981) proposed that this ribosomal protein may have
evolved into the eukaryotic one.
Comparisons of nuclease digests by two-
dimensional electrophoresis suggested that there
was little homology between the putative halophilic
initiator tRNA and the E, coli initiator tRNA. The
nucleotide sequences at the 5?~ and 3'- terminating
ends showed that the halophilic initiator tRNA
resembles the eukaryotic one more than that of the
E, coli..one? i , e the 3 ! - terminal base is paired
with the fifth base from the 31-end (Heckman et al,s
1978). It has been suggested that unpaired bases in
the E. coli initiator tRNA protect N-fMet-tRNA fromOC'2«——MMHBWMMBMI
hydrolysis by a peptidyl- tRNA hydrolase, which attacks
peptidy1 tRNAs and N-blocked aminoacyl-tRNAs (Schulman
and Pelka, 1975) This modification is unnecessary
in a system such as halobacteria in which the amino
group of the initiating Methionine is not blocked,
(V) Structure of RibosomesIH.I—i —ani.imibiii«imtrri—hnhiimiiOiiit iMTMUfiin' I naMHTiT'iriHrri n
The ribosomes form halobacteria show many
properties similar to other prokaryotic ribosomes,
i.e., the basic ribosomal unit is a 70S structure
containing a 30S and 50S subun.it. The ribosome is
composed of 60 % RNA and. 40 % protein (Bayley and
Kushner 1964) and contains 23Ss 16S and 5S RNA
(Yisentin, 1972),
The structure of the 53 RNA from the extreme
halophiles h as al s o been sequenced. The prokaryotic
5S RNA contains 120 bases or less while the 53 RNA.
from halobacteria contains 121 nucleotides, similar
to some eukaryotic 53 RNA molecules (Matheson, 1978)»
The secondary structure of the 53 RNA so far interpreted
possesses no prokaryotic loop, so it is more
eukaryo tie than prokaryotic (Hori and 0 sawa, 1979;
Matheson, 1978).
(VI) Elongation - factor for Translation
One clear cut difference between prokaryotes
and eukaryotes is the diphtheria toxin reaction,
which catalyses the covalent binding of adenosine
diphosphate ribose (ADPR) to the eukaryotic peptide
elongation factor EE-2 in contrast to the homologous
prokaryotic factor EF-G- (Collier, 1975)® However,
Kessel and Klink (1980) reported that the diphtheria
toxin also catalyses the ADP-ribosylation of the
halophilic elongation factors. In this respect,
the halophilic factor have been assigned to the
EF-2 type instead of the EF-G- type that is present
in prokaryotic. systems,
PHYLOGEHY OF Halobacteriu:
—;~v~ . ... MWMIMaMIBBiKHWIM——MP—wmmWBWKMmntWBWWWlCtiMiWWC
The halohacteria are remarkable for the number of
unusual and often unique features they possess® For life
in concentrated salt, the necessity or advantage of most of
these to the cell is not immediately apparent® The eagerness
in understanding the halobacteria therefore lies not in
explaining their adaptation but rather in tracing their
antecedents.
In the lack of UNA homology, halobacteria appear to be
separate, phylogenetically, from most other present-day
bacteria' and eukaryotes, If halobacteria do represent
a class of organism distinct from other eubacteria. and
eukaryotes, a major problem arises in deciding when the
divergence took place®
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The first group that tackled this problem was CAR,
Woese and bis co-workers, (Magrum et al., 1977; Woese and
Fox, 1977; Woese and Fox, 1978). Through the analysis of
the oligonucleotides catalogues of the small ribosomal
subunit R'NA of a wide range of eubacteria and eukaryotes,
they concluded that the halobacteria and other archaebacteria,
may constitute along with the eubacteria and the eukaryotes,
three primary kingdoms that are equidistant from one another.
These three primary Kingdoms might have evolved independently
in separate lines of descent that separated from one another
at an extremely primitive stage of life (Fig. 2a),
However? as Voese recognizes, the divergence of the
archaebacterial 16S ribosomal RNA from that of other
bacteria can be the result of rapid early evolution
(Woese and Eox, 1977) and the origin of new adaptations
often occurs rapidly (Van Valen et al., 1980),
Kwok and Wong (1980) also commented that the
occurence of the universal genetic code is the end product
of a coevolution of the structure of the code and the variety
of amino acids it serves (Wong, 1975; 1976), Thus, the
antecedent organism bearing the present day universal code
would represent one line of descent that eventually
achieved complete dominance over ail competitor lines
bearing an alternate code. Woese's model requires this
line to split, not long after its achievement of complete
dominance, into three disparate branches that are maintained
until this day. The eukaryotic alignment of the halobacterial
protein synthetic machinery does not support this.
The small ribosomal subunit RNA is not the only probe
to investigate phytogeny. Hori and Osawa (1979) constructed
another phylogenie tree through the study of the evolutionary
change in 5S RNA secondary structure. They found that
the eukaryotic 53 RNA is 120 nucleotiele long and has a
well conserved loop at position 83 to 94 whereas for
















Pig. 2 Different models of phylogenetic relationships
among -°ubacteria, Arcbaebacteria and Eukaryotes.
a helix of four or five G~C pairs closing a hairpin
loop of three or four pyrimidines. The 55 R!TA of halobacteri;
is 121 nucleotide long and has no riprokaryotic loop » This
would suggest that halobacteria relate more to eukaryots
than to prokaryotes. That is to say the emergence of this
organism occured somewhere early in the eukaryotic cell
line. As the structure of the 55 RNA of the halophile
eukaryotes differs so much from the eubacteria, the former
must be diverging from the latter prior to the most primitive
branching among the eubactenia themselves (Fig, 2b)
Although using the same phylogenetic probe, Schwartz
and Dayhoff (1978) depicted a different picture. They
have not studied the halophiles 55 RNA, however, their
data analysed suggested that the eukaryotic 55 RNA should
he diverged from the eubacteria at a point that is close
to the origin of the Bacillus, If their interpretation
is correct, then the phylogenetic relationships among
the three Kingdoms should he those given in Rig. 2c.
The occurrence of disagreement between the two 55
RNA-studying groups is conceivable as aligning nucleotide
sequences in a way that reflects their evolution is more
difficult than aligning amino acid sequences because there
are only four kinds of bases, Also, the primary structure
of a RNA can be determined directly, its secondary structure
is less accessible. A generalized secondary structure for
5S RNA has defied consensus (Sankoff et al, 1978) This
makes data interpretation difficult.
Schwartz and Dayhoff's model was supported hy an
Valen and Maiorana (1980). They took the evolution of
glycolysis for consideration as which is primitive,
universally distributed among surviving organisms, and
providing materials for other processes. They constructed
a phylogenic tree which happens to be very consistent
with Schwartz and fayhoff's proposal. The halobacteria,
a photoautotrophic group, is located on a diverging point
at the early beginning of the eukaryotic cell line (Van
Yalen and Maiorana, 1980),
Other than these three phytogeny models proposed,
there are still some less popular ones (Carlile, 1982),
The validity of either one is not likely to be
»
authenticated in the near future. This is conceivable as
too little is known about the way in which eukaryotes
evolved to justify any specific conclusion. If we want
to investigate further the extent to which the proposed
phylogenv, and any alternatives, make adaptive sense,
we must use as many characters as possible It will be
more decisive, when it can be applied, if we can accumulate
characters from which the topology of evolutionary
relationships can be inferred. Better understanding of
sequences of proteins and nucleic acids will surely
27




The study of halobacteria has been last for thirty
years. For the time being, the study is still. intensi ve
Research works on halobacteria are likely to concentrate
on three aspects: the adaptation to the extreme environment,
the disclosure of more unique r unusual features and
the study of the genetic system of the bacteria. I -r, my
investigation in the past two years, effort was spent
somewhat along these three lines
The high salt concentration and intense solar
radiation are the two main selective pressure encountered
by the halobacteria. How the halobacteria can tolerate
this pressure is an interesting topic. Hence, the stability
of the halophilic protein under different salt types and
concentrations was measured and to what extent the
pigments on the cell envelope wo Bald be beneficial to the
halobacteria was also evaluated.
In extreme environment like the sal-terns s competition
among organisms ter. survival is unlikely to be keen
According to the Darwinism, it is easier for organisms to
preserve the intermediate characters in these isolated
habitats. As there are hypotheses that halobacteri. is
such a group of microbes filling the gap between eukaryotes
and eubacteria, there must be Many intermediate characters
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possessed. It is of great value to di sclose these
features as the origin of eukaryotes may be hinted among
them. The eubacterial cells differ to the eukaryotic ores
in many aspects (Table 1). It must be a hard--labour if
these different aspects of the hhlobacter_ia are investigated.
In such circumstance, the anti }iotic susceptibility was
used as my probe for s- ch features searching. My rationale
is that the resistant or susceptible behaviour of the
ha.lobacteria towards the antibiotics of high specificity
more or less gives us informations abo'_--t the target sites,
i.e. eukaryotic features are susceptible to antibiotics
specific for eukaryotes but not those for euba. cte r-la and
vice versa.
Since the genetics of the halobacteria is still an
unexplored field and '-alobacterial mutants so far
isolated are countable, the achievement on this a.Lpect is
not as promising as expected. If phages are available,
the study of the host genetics as well as the gene expression
would be much facilitatF:d, Hence, effort was also directed
on halophage isolation and the basic properties of this
isolate were characterized accordingly.
TABLE 1:
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1 2 or more
Initiation fork per DNA 1
Histone (nucleosome)
R e d.un d an t genes
C-enes in pieces
Initiation codon A TIP HTTPAULr Lr u cr AUG-
Initiatio n aminoa cy1-tRNA f o rmyI-met-tRNA met-tRNA
mRNA with poly AAA at 3f end
mRNA capped
mRN.A 'rial f - life short loner
mRNA polycistronic
RNA polymerase spp. 1
Synthesis of ppG-pp ppG-ppp
Role of cAMP activation of activation of -protein
-X-
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The thermal transitions of H. cutirubrum have been
examined by Di fferent.i.a l Scanning Calorimetry a Two
distinct peaks corresponding to the denaturation of two
major protein components were observed in the heating
curves One of the peaks has been assigned to the
denaturation of the envelope glycoprotein. The variation
of the denaturation' temperature with the treatment of
glucose, glycerol, NaNO3 and NaSCN are consistent w th the
previous proposal that hydrophobic interactions are
essential in stabilizing the glycoprotein.
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INTRODUCTION
Halobacterium cutirubrum is an extremely halophilic
bacterium adapted to grow best in saturated salt solutions
(Gibbons, 1974). !here are, in principle, at least two
mechanisms by which an organism might cope with the adverse
effects of an extremely high extracellular salt concentration.
One is through the active transport for Na+ efflux and the
other is to allow an approximately isometric internal
salt concentration. for the Halobacteriaceae, these two
mechanisms are employed. As a result, all the cell
constituents are bathed in medium of high salt strength.
Studies on some halophilic enzyems have revealed thet
their stability increases w to the salt concentration. It
has been proposed that high salt concentration strengthens
the hydrophobic interactions and thus stabilized the
proteins (Lanyi, 1974). In previous studies, the activities
of the halophilic enzymes under deffernet salt concentrations
were used as a measure of stability. It is obviously
important to differentiate between the salt effects on the
stability and activity of ha.lophilic proteins. A different
and more direct parameter which can be used to characterize
protein stability is its denaturation temperature, since
the more stable the protein, the higher be its
denaturation temperzture. A very convenient way to monitor
the denaturation temperature is by the method of Di ferertial
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) through the measurme nt of the
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enthalpy change in the sample as a furzction, of temperature
(Sturtevant, 1974; Biltonen,
1978). In this report, results
of a calorimetric study of the thermal
transitions of




Preparation of bacteria for DSC
H. cutirubrum was grown in the Sehgal and Gibbons I
medium (1960) at 37°0 with vigorous aeration. The late
exponentially growing bacteria were harvested by
centrifugation at 500 g for 30 minutes and washed twice
with cold 25% NaCi solution. Washed cells were then
resuspended. separately in solutions with varying
concentrations of NaCl, KC1, N .TTO3, NaSON glucose and
glycerol for an hour at room temperature with regular
shaking. Morphological charges of tre so treated bacteria
were observed under phase contrast microscopes Bacteria
were then harvested by centrifugation at 500 g for 30
minutes.
preparation of cell envelopes for DSC
Cell envelopes were prepared by the method of
Blaurock (1976). Late exponentially growing bacteria
were harvested at 500 g for 3C minutes,, The harvested cells
were pooled and disintegrated mechanically by stirring
vigorously the paste with a glass rod. The viscous mass
obtained by this treatment was suspended in 10 volume of
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4M NaCl solution. The suspension was centrifuged at
3000 g for 15 minutes. The sediment was discharged and
the supernatant fluid re centri fuged at 27,000 g for an
hour. The new sediment so obtained was saved,
Differential Scanning Orel orimetry
The temperature of the maximum rate of denaturation
(peak temperature) was measured d.n, the adiabatic scanning
calorimeter. Samples consisted of 20 mg cell paste or
envelope paste were sealed into volatile aluminium
sample pans. The heating curve of H. cutir_ub:rutn was
obtained on a rerkiin-Elruuer DS0 2 differential scanning
calorimeter at a rate of 5 0C min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 1 shows typical heating curves obtained at
five NaCl concentrations. At each concentration, tvo
distinct peaks are observed in the temperature range of
10°C to 90° C. When the experiment is repeated using the
same sample, only a smooth base-line is obtained. Hence,
none of the tvo peaks can result from lipid transitions
(Jackson and Sturtevant, 1978) which are usually found to
be reversible in DSC scans of other bacteria such as
A. laidawii (Melchior and Steim, 1976). It
is thus reasonable to assign the two peaks to the co¬
operative irreversible denaturation of two major protein
components .
The area under these tvo peaks should be proportional
to the respective concentration of the tvo proteins and
it is seen that they remain practically unchanged for salt
concentrations between 2.0 to 4.3 M (Fig. 1(a) - (c)).
However, for NaCl concentrations lower than 1.5 M, the
area under the two peaks shows a definite decrease with
decreasing NaCl concentration, with the area under the
low temperature peak decreasing at a much faster rate.
At 0.85 M NaCl the low temperature peak is barely visible.
This area decrea.se is probably related to the partial
lysis of cells below 1.5 M NaCl, which is indicated by the
increased viscosity of the samples as a result of DNAtV J-
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liberation and the appearance of reddish membrane
fragments in the supernatant. At 0.85 M N2 C1, most of
the intact cells are spherical in shape, indicating that
the glycoprotein at the outer wall of the cell envelope
has dissolved into the supernatant (Mescher and stroryiinger,
1976). The absence of the low temperature peak at this
NaCI concentration therefore suggests that this peak
corresponds to the denaturation of the envelope glycoprotetn.
Furthermore, since the heating curves of cell envelopes
(which include both cell wall and membrane (Steensland
and Larsen, 1969)) prepared by the method of A.E Blaurook
et al. (1976) show only the low temperature peak, it is
also possible to assign tentatively the high temperature
peak to the denaturation of a major cytoplasmic protein
of the bacteria,
As shown in Fig. 2, the denaturation temperatures
(as measured bar the temperature at the peak of the heating
curve) of both protein components increase with increasing
NaCl concentration. When NaCl is replaced by KCI, it is
found that the cells rupture at KCl concentrations below
2.5 M. When the cells are first suspended in 1.5 M NaCl,
the effects of further addition of KC1 on the transition
temperature of the two peaks are very similar to those
observed by increasing the concentration of NaCl. This
indicates that a definite amount of NaCl is required to
maintain the integrity of the cells, beyond this amount,
both KC1 and NaCl are equally effective in stabilizing
the structure of the two proteins„
According to Lanyi (1974), the enhanced stability at
high salt concentration arises from an i II C L. G 3. fc in the
strength of hydrophobic interactions. To further test
this proposal, we have examined the effect of NaNO, NaSCN,
glucose and glycerol on the denaturation temperature of
halobacteria suspended in 2,2 M NaCl, Previous studies
(Lanyi, 1974; Von Hippel and Schleich, 1969) have
established that CI is an effective anion which promotes
hydrophobic interactions (i.e« a 5 salting-out1 anion),v Jl n «— e
and we see from Pig, 2 and 3 that it stabilizes both proteins
to a larger extent than In contrast, SON is found
to destabilize the two proteins, which is consistent with
it being a 1salting~in! agent w:ich weakens hydrophobic
interactions. However, it should he pointed out that a
i
distinction has to be made between the effect of the
external agents on the stability of the two proteins.
Since we have tentatively assigned the high temperature
peak to correspond to the denaturation of an internal
cytoplasmic protein, any influence of the external agents
on its stability would be indirect and hence much more
difficult to understand or interpret as the alternation
of the internal environment through external changes is
not known. It is therefore only straiglitly correct to
apply the comments about the effect of the hydrophobic
39
interactions to the low temperature weak which we have
identified as the denaturation of the external glv-coproteind
In a systematic investigation of. other protein,
Back. et al. (1979) have also shown that the protein
stability is increased by the addition of sugars and
polyols, due to their effect on hydrophobic interactions
Our data in Fig. 3 indeed show that the glycoprotein is
stabilized by glucose and glycerol, it is thus concluded
that our results support the proposal (T,anyi, 1974) that
hydrophobic interactions play an important role in the














F1g l Calorimetric scanning curves of H. outirubrum
at [NaCl] of (a) 4.3M; (b) 3.2M; (c) 2.2M














Fig. 2 Effects of [NaCl] on the denaturation temperature
of two proteins o corresponds to the high
temperature peak, whereas corresponds to the
















Fig. 3 Denaturation temperature of the proteins in 2. 2 M
NaCl and various concentrations of, glucose
glycerol ,NaNO3,, NaSCN (a) corresponds
to the high temperature peak whereas (b) corresponds
to the low temperature peak in Tig.l
The Role of Carotenoid Pigments in Halobacterium cutirubrum.
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SUYTIARY
Halobacterium cutirubrum contains a significant amount
of carotenoid pigments in its cell envelope. These pigments
are important in that they enable the bacterium to survive
in its natural habitat where solar radiation is intense.
Comparing the Uv sensitivity and photoreactivation.
efficiency of the wild type bacterium against a colourless
mutant as well as the carotenoid deficient cell through
diphenylamine treatment, it was observed that both the
colourless mutant and the chemically induced carotenoid
deficient cell showed a lower efficiency of photoreac sivation.
as well as a higher UV sensitivity than tae wild type cell.
These observations suggest that the carotenoid pigments
of H. cutirubrum asist the cell both in the repair process
against solar radiation d: mage as well as directly shielding
the bacterium from sunlight.
INTRODUCTION
The natural habitat of Halohacterium is saltornsC'SflKW.jto!»,ITrtJKvmaCJfv.Utt%1WOR?»n-XHU-S.fiT
where salt is obtained by solar evaporation of sea water
That is to say that the Halohacterium, as a rule is
subject to intense solar irradiation. It Is natural to
expect that organisms able to benefit from this situation,
or able to protect themselves against eventual deleterious
effect of too intense light, would have some ecological
advantage.
The occurence of the pigmented membranes, undoubtly,
is a device beneficial to the halobacteria. There are
two membrane types in halobacteria, the purple and the red
ones Bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin are found on
the purple membrane (Lanyi, 1981). These two retinal
proteins enable the halobecteria to undergo photophosphory-
i
lation as well as to trap solar energy for the active
transport of sodium ions across the ceil membrane. The
red membrane contains carotenoid pigments (Kushwaha et al.,
1975). The actual function of these carotenoids is still
controversial (Bayley and Morton, 1978).
The work of Eescox and Carlberg (1972) suggests that
the carotenoids do not offer protection to the halophiles
through shielding off the UY irradiation but they serve to
repair the damaged UNA through photoreactivation. Their
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suggestion was challenged because they prepared pigment
devoid cells through d.iphen.ylamine treatment for comparison.
It has been claimed that diphenylamine is not a specific
inhibitor for carotenoid synthesis (Kushwahs and Kates,
1976). Hence, other effeets of the chemical should also
be accounted for. In such situation, the results with a
colourless mutant,would be interesting and significant.
In this paper, the role of the carotenoid pigments
was studied through the investigation of a colourless
mutant of H. cutirubrum. The diphheri.ylamine, which raised
the controversy mentioned. was also used to justify tie
function of the caroteynoid pigments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains
Halobacterium cutirubrum was rjrovided by Prof. J.T.E.
Wong (Kwok and Wong, 1980). The colourless mutant strain,
GM01, was a spontaneously occurring mutant. Escherichia
coli B was our laboratory strain (Luk and Mark, 1979).
Growth of Bacteriai —ri i ihmiiiwimi iiiawMwwBwajwMiawiiwin
H. cutirubrum and its colourless mutant, CM01, were
grown in the standard halobroth (Sehgal and Gibbons, 19r70)
under vigorous aeration at 37°C. E. coli B, which was
Q
used for comparison, was grown in trypton broth at 37 0
under vigorous aeration also (Luk and Mark, 1979).
Bacterial titre was assayed through the serial dilution and«
spread plate technique. Bacteria-seeded agar plates were
incubated- at 37°C either for seven days (H. cutirubrum and
its mutant) or overnight (E. coli B).
After seven day incubation, the colonies of the wild
type H. cutirubrum were in red colour where as those of the
CM01 were pale yellow.
UV Irridation
Cultures of logarithmically growing bacteria at cell
8
concentrations of 10° cell rer ml were diluted with sterile
6
25 % NaCl to a concentration of 10' cell per ml. The
purpose of the dilution is two fold: to minimize the possible
interference by organic constituents in the halobroth during
UV irradiation as well as to prevent the cell population
being so dense to shade each other. Ten ml of the diluted
cell suspension was placed in a sterile petri dish, The
suspension vas stirred by a magnetic stirrer so as to ensurej., .._j
that all cells recieved the same dose of irradiation. The
UV light source was produced hy a germicidal ultraviolet
lamp and the dose rate of irradiation was measured with a
Black Ray ultraviolet meter (model no. J--225 Ultraviolet
Products, Inc.). The cell suspension was placed below the
lamp at a distance which yielded a constant irradiation
9
dose of 70 ergmm per second. The glass cover was then
removed and period of UV exposure was timed, At every
5 second interval, sample was removed and viable cells
were titred as described previously. The operation of
assay was carried out under a very dim light. Bacteria-
seeded agar plates were put in a white plastic bag before
putting into the incubator so as to prevent the cells from
carrying out phctoreactivation.
PHO TORE AG TIVATI ON
Diluted cell cultures which had been inactivated by
O
a total UV dosage of 14-00 ergsmm' were allowed to proceed
to photoreactivation. The cell suspension in the petri
dish, was placed 15 cm below a 60 watt cool white fluores¬
cent desk lanro. The glass cover was removed and the cell-L
suspension was kept on stirring by a magnetic stirrer so
as to provide equal illumination among cells. Samples
were taken and assayed at fifteen in in intervals for an hour.«
P i gin e n t 1 nh i bit 1 o n.
Diphenylamine was dissolved in absolute ethancl and
added to halobroth to a final concentration of 1 ugml.
One percent inoculated culture was then allowed to grow
in the dark (growth bottle was wraped in aluminum foil) at
37°G with vigorous aeration. A control culture containing
the same concentration of ethanol without diphenylamine
was included. Hescox and Carlberg (1972) reported that
diphenylamine had no effect on cell growth. However, it
was found that the so treated cells were in cocci instead




Trie growth curves of K. cutirubrum are shown in Fig.»»«' awe vqsjj-aneawa
1. The colourless mutant has a faster growth rate than the
wildtype. It takes only three days for the mutant to attain
the late log phase after inoculation instead of seven days
f o r t h e w i 1 d ty p e
U1 travi olet Survival!
Comparing to E. coli B, H. cutirubrum is much morewtuatamrw—swwiaammiii ww-twow-aoni-
resistant to UY irradration. After 20 seconds of
irradiation, 0.5 % of the halophile population remained
viable vhereas for E. coli B, only 0.025 % of the
population survived (Big. 2),
For the nonpigmented cells, they are found to be less.L I » i.J
resistant to UY irradiation than the pigmented ones (Eig.3),
Only 0.03 % of the colourless mutant remained viable and
0.2 % for the diphenylamine suppressed nonpigmented cells.
photoreactivation
As shown in Pig. 4, the photoreactivation in wildtype
H. cutirubrum is very efficient. Within 5 rain of illumin-
ation, the survivors increased form less than 1 % to about
50 . This rapid increase continued and at 20 min, almost
100 % surviv or ship was resurne d.
Under the same conditions of UY irradiation and white
light illuminationj the nonpigmented cells also some
degree of photoreactivation (Fig. 4). However, these cells
recovered at a lower efficiency. Even the illumination was
prolonged, there was only a 60 % recovery for the colourless
mutant, CM01, and 40 % for the drug treated cells.
As reported by Grey and Fitt (1976), no dark repair-
after UY irradiation was observed in H. cutirubrum. The
survivor population would not increased when the irradiated
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Fig. 1 Growth curves of the wildtype H. cutirubrum ( )
and its colourless mutant, CMOl, ( ). The
cultures were grown in standard halo-broth
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Fig. 2 Ultraviolet-survival curves of H. cutirubrum
and E. coli . The irradiation dose rate was
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Fig. 3 Ultraviolet-survival curves of wildtype
H. cutirubrum ( ), the colourles mutant,
CMOl ( ) and the diphenylamine suppressed
nonpigmented bacteria ( ). The irradiation
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Fig. 4 Photoreactivation. of UV damaged H. cutirubrum:
wildtype strain ( ), colourless mutant CMOl ( )
and the diphenylamine suppressed nonpigmented
bacteria ( ). The UV killing dose was 70 ergs
per mm2 for 20 sec. The illumination was proceeded
15 cm below a 60 watt cool white fluorescent desk
lamp.
DISCUSSIONS
Halobacterium cutirubrum is a successful microbe in
its natural habitat. It is relatively resistant to solar
irradiation and the efficient photoreactivation mechanism
enables it to suvive under the intense selevtive pressure.
As proposed by Hescox and Carlberg (1972), there should
be a close relationship between the carotenoid pigments on
the cell membrane and photoreactivation. The lower efficiency
of recovery in the nonpigmented cells a.s compared to the
wildtype ones clearly denotes this. However, the conclusion
that carotenoid pigments are not for irradiation shielding
is contradicted.
rig. 3 shows that the nonpigmented cells are more
susceptible to UV irradiation than the pigmented cells.
As there was no dark repair mechanism, and photoreactivation
was not allowed to proceed, the only explanation is that
carotenoid pigments do shield the irradiated cells to
certain extent. It has been found that in the halophiles,
several compounds, including catalase, flavins and the
menaquinon-8 etc. are very liable to photooxidative
destruction in the colourless mutants but not in the
pigmented cells (Marquez end Brodie, 1970). The shielding
effect due to pigments should be well established.
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The capability of the nonpigmented cells to carry out
photoreactivation indicates that the carotenoid pigments
are not essential for this rescue process, However, the
lower recovery percentage in the nonpigrmented cells than
the pigmented ones does not contradict the proposal that
pigments mey aid in the recovery form UV danage by supplying
energy indirectly to the photoreactivating enzyme (Hescox
and Carlberg, 1972).
Though both the colourless mutant acid the diphenylamine
treated cells are nonpigmented, the colour mutant shows a
higher proportion of recovery. Biochemical or physiological
differences between these two batches of cells are expected.
Diphenylamine inhibition to normal cell growth was shown
by the development of coccal cells which is abnormal to
the rod shaped H. cutirubrum. Thus, besides inhibiting
carp tenoidgenesis, the drug may also affeet some other
biochemical pathways which are important for photoreactivation.
To my experience, colourless mutant is a rather frequent
spontaneously occuring being. with regard to its more rapid
growth, it should be very capable to compete with other red
halophiles for dominancy. However, the colourless mutant
is eliminated in nature and the redhelophiles are the only
dominant strains. This can be explained as the selective
pressure of solar radiation is strong under natural condition
and only the pigmented cells are apt to Survive.
Antibiotic Susceptibility of Ralobacteriurn cutirubrurn.
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SUMMARY
The susceptibility of Halobacterium cutirubrum to
ten antibiotics was tested. It was found to be
susceptible to tetracycline, chloramphenicol and
erythromycin, but not to ampicillin, pericillin, kanamycin,
neomycin, streptomycin, clindamycin and linconycin. In
contrast, Escherichia coli and Micrococcus roseus were
susceptible to all ten antibiotics at a concentration of
100 g/ml. From the antibiotic susceptibility point of
view, H. cutirubrum behaved more closely to the Gram-
negative bacterium, E. coli, that to the Gram- positive
bacterium, M. roseus.
INTRODUCTION
Halo bacterium cutirubrum is a member of theiiiBnij—wmwr—wriminiaMWWcW—twrowawaMB—iinn i i—inm—HMwa—aa—awwwt»1
Halobacteriaceae (Gibbons, 1974), a class of obligate
halophilic organisms which require a near saturated
salt concentration for optimal growth. The halo]oactenia
stain G-ram-negatively; however, their 5S ribosornal RNA
sequence exhibits as high as 68 % homology with that of
the Oram— positive bac terium» Baci 11 us sub tills, whi 1 e
retaining only 58 % homology with that of Escherichia
coli (Nazar et al., 1978). Moreover, their glutaminyl
tRNA is formed from the amidation of glutamyl tRNA (White
and Bay ley, 1972) a reaction which only occurs in Or aim-
positive bacteria (Wilcox and Nirenbey, 1968). These
contradictory characteristics make plrOogenetic classi¬
fication ouite difficult,
-j-
In addition to having some Gram-positive and 0ram-
negative bacteria properties, the halobacteria also
exhibit some eukaryotic characteristics. Discoveries in
this respect include the lack of met-tRNA transformylase
(White and Bayley, 1972 b), sequence homologus between
halophilic and eukaryotic ribosornal proteins (Anions et a 1 . ,
1977), the presence of both a rhodopsin-like protein
(Oestrehelt and Stoeckenius, 1971), and an eukaryotic
glycoprotein (Mescher and Strominger, 1976) on the cell
envelope. Kwok and u'ong (1980) had shown that the tRNA
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of halobacteria, urlike those of a wide range of other
bacteria, have a higher affinity for eukaryotic amino-
acyl tRNA synthetases than bacterial ones. These similar-
may be a key organism for studying the evolutionary
relationship between eubacteria and eukaryotes. Consequently,
I have measured the susceptibility of this bacterium, which
hitherto has not been defined, to various antibiotics,
ities with the eukaryotes suggest that the balobaoterium
MATERIALS AND METHODS
n—i mewwlii umniumiml«'iuhmimii—iimiiiihhmhuiiiii n iiiMMwhb—im—nmurtiiin
Bacteria strainsiiainwiuuiiingiaMMWrfr—»ugnn—imni,ininiH]—iiiiBrw3«BK«j»»«»'mtemmmnmmimmmtamMM
Halo bacterium cutirubrum was provided by Prof, J . Won g
(Kwok and Wong, 1980). Micrococcus roseus was obtained
from the International Stock Culture Collection (Lumber
NCTC-7523). Escherichia coli B was our laboratory strainM»!»i-swwwiii •roni; MLnm.tr ,ra
(Luk and Mark, 1979)
Growth of Culture
H. cutirubrum was grown in the medium formulated byMA-A —MMinWlM—W——MWI————
Sehgal and uibbons (i960). E. coli was grown In tryptone
broth, whereas the facultative halophile M. roseus, was
grown in Schleifer and Handler's (1970) medium
Antibiotic duscep-tibility Assay
Exponentially growing H. cutirubrum was spreaded on—• V ~~ Ai m» • m II im~ar i— « i i i —a———.
the ehgal and ibbonsT agar medium containing different
antibiotics in different concentrations. The bacteria-
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seeded agar plates were incubated at 37°C for 7 days and
the visible colonies were then counted. Since tetracycline,
streptomycin, neomycin and kanamycin are chelated by
magnesium ions (Woodruff and Miller, 1963), magnesium
sulphate was obmitted from the halophile agar in testing
these antibiotics. Exponentially growing E. coli and
M. roseus were spread similarly on their respective agar
media and tested.
TABLE 1 : Antibiotic susceptibility of lialobacterium cut!rub rutA. M ,11 I una Ml | Ia| _TLtr|. „ , t-t-v -r |VP. .wyrnaBi i i i - «- -n
ANTIB10TI CONCENTRATE H a 1 o h a cter i i: } 0 v- ,-n
T~ _ . i J _ l_ •




































TABLE 1 : (cont'd)
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note : f no inh ibi tion. i.nd ica ted b v 11 • e norma 1 coleny morpho 1 og y
an d viable c o u n t.
a
- v partial inhibition, indicated by the .reduced number of
viable count.
+ partial inhibition, indicated by the reduced number of
viable count and abnormal colony morphclory.1 V-»
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Fig. 1 The effect of antibiotic concentration on the
inactivation of H. cutirubrum: (a) tetracycline,
(b) chloramphenicol and (c) erythromycin.
Exponentially growing H. cutirubrum cells ranging
from 102 to 108 were spread on the halophile agar
containing one of the three susceptible antibiotics.




My results (Table 1 and Figure 1) sbow that
H. cutlrubrum is in general much more resistant tomm—nmmu i niWifcftimmmntm
antibiotics than both Gram-positive and ram-negative
bacteria. Of the ten antibiotics tested. H. cutlrubrumC-rn V MWiTi HWfllW
was susceptible only to erythromycin, chloramphenical
and tetracycline. Effects of clindamycin and neomycin
were marginal even at very high concentration (100 jugml).
On the other hand, M. rose us and E„ coll. were susceptibleurnM ITiillW m MP—WOKUWMi
to all ten antibiotics.
Since halobacterium differs considerably from other
bacteria in its lack of a recognizable cell wall (Brown
and Shorey, 1963; Kushner et al.. , 1964; Xushner and
Onishi, 1968; Steensland and Larsen, 1969), antibiotics
such as ampicillin and penicillin which act on cell wall
i
synthesis (Gale et al., 1972) were not effective as
expected (Mescher and Strominger, 1975).
In terms of the quantitive response to the antibiotics,
cut i rub rum behaved more closely to E. coli than
M. roseus, the tests with clindamycin, lincomycin, tetra¬
cycline and erythromycin confirmed this view. On this basis,
it might be more appropriate to classify H. cutirubrum with
Gram-negative than the Gram-positive group.
Among the four antibiotics which act on the 3OS
ribosomal subunit namely kanamycin, neormycin, streptomycin
and tetracycline (Jacoby and. Gorini, 1967; Weisblum and
Davies, 1968; Gale et al., 1972; Vazquez, 1974), only
tetracycline manifested an inhibitory effect on H. cutirubrum,
and among the four antibiotics which act on the 50S ribosomal
subunit, namely clindamycin, lincomycin, chloramphenicol
and erythromycin, only chloramphenicol and erythromycin
produced unambiguous growth inhibition, The inhibitory
chloramphenicol concentration for H. cutirubrum was 100fhtrvtatwawiirnWMatmajmnrtatm»iMIWWWIMWTBB
times that for E. coli.zuiaTttaaim.Mwwwiw
These observations are consistent with the possibility
that H. cutirubrum may be more closely related to the
eukaryotes than to other eubacteria. It is well known
that eukaryotic ribosomes differ from bacterial ones with
respect to sensitivity to inhibitors (Vazquez, 1974)
Finally, it must be noted that the antibiotics
susceptibility assay for H. cutirubrum, due to the growth
requirement of this bacterium, were carried out at high
salt concentration. Indeed., such high salt concentration
may contribute in some way to the low sensitivity toward a
number of antibiotics (Moore and McCarthy, 1969).
Nystatin Susceptibility of Halobacterium cutirubcum.
SUMMARY
Halobacterium cutirubrum was found susceptible to the
antibiotic, nystatiny, which interacts selectively with
sterols. The drug mediated the leakage of intracellular
constituents and the intracellular K+ was used as the
parameter for leakage measurment. Based on the fact that
high concentration of the drug is required for the intra-
cellular K+ leakage or survivorship reduction, it is proposed
that meagre amount of sterols should be present in the
H. cutirubrum. Normally, sterols are only found in
eukaryotes but not in bacteria.
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INTRODUCTION
Halobacterium cutirubrum, an extremely halophilic
bacterium, is famous for its lacking of a normal
peptidoglycan cell wall as well as possessing many
eukaryott-like biochemical and physiological features
(Bayley and Morton, 1978). In the preceding paper, a
survey on the susceptibility of this bacterium towards
a number of antibiotics has been discussed. It was found
that this halobacterium was resistant to most of them
whilst the Escherichia coli and Micrococcus roseus were
very susceptible. Since the antibiotics used are specific
for prokaryotes only, it is suspected that the resistant
ability of the halobacterium may be attributed to its
eukaryotic properties. With this in mind, the susceptibility
of this halobacterium towards a number of antibiotics
acting upon eukaryotes was tested. This approach would
enable one to disclose more eukaryotic features in the
halophile.
The eukaryote-inhibiting antibiotics tried included
the followings: cycloheximide, a 80S-tivpe ribosome
inhibitor colchicin, a microtubule inhibitor vioform,
flagyl, emetine and diloxamide fluorate which are
amoebocides and also griseofulvin and nystatin, which
are antifungals. Among these antibiotics, only the
nystatin is inhibitory to the halobacterium,
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Nystatin, a polvene antibiotic, is known to attack
the susceptible cells by interacting with their membrane
sterols (kruff and Demel, 1974), The interaction leads to
irreversible changes in membrane permeability and the loss
of cell viability, Only eukaryotes are nystati.n susceptible
but prokaryotes are not (Edwards, 1980).
In this paper, the survivorsl ip reduction of the
halobacterium under the nys tatin treatment as well as
the cell leakage mediated by this drug, using the




Growth conditions for bacteria
The Halobacterium cutirubrum strain Kwok and Wong,
1980) was grown at 3700 with vigorous aeration in the
Sehgal and Gibbons r mediurmm (1960) Yeast extract, which
contains steroids, was omitted from the formula.,
astatin
Nystatin (potency: 5750 US?' uni.ts/nzg) was a Sigma
product (N-3503). The stock solution of the antibiotic
(100,000 units/ml.) was prepared in prop ylene glycol The
required concentrations were obtained tbrouugh bons
with 25% (w/v) analytic grade PIaCl solution.
Nystatin susceptibility assay
Exponentially growing H. cutirubrum was spreaded on
the Sehgal and Gibbons' agar medium th Yeast extract
omitted) containing nystatin of different concentrations.
The bacteria-seeded agar plates were incubated at 37°C
for seven days and the viable cells were then counted.
Preparation of Standard Cell Suspension
—a—mam»i uiriinaMKwtnansmmuBwamwOTatmammmanamumacamtammumomet-
The exponentially growing bacteria were harvested
through centrifugation at 750 g for 15 minutes. Collected
bacteria were washed twice with 257' (wv) analytic grade
NaCl solution. The washed cells vere resuspended in the
saline to give a final concentration of approximately
8 rag (wet veight) per ml.
Intracellular K Release MeasurmentMManil ! in im—unnlirMWllI Hn!! Will il I |[ Tl ' - Akfcv.u.-nuwav.Ji'-mmm
To the standard cell suspensions, different amount
of nystatin from stock solution was added to give the
desired concentrations. At various time intervals, equal
volumes of the drug treated cell suspension were then
taken out and were centrifuged at 750 g for 15 minutes.
Supernatants were saved and filtered with millipore
filter paper (pore size 0.45 ym). iC concentrations
were determined by a flame photometer (Zvans Electro-
selenium Ltd.).
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The control culture was treated with the same amount
of propylene glycol in a similar way as the tested cultures
For comparison, Escherichia ccooli, which is not inhibited
by nys to tin (lampen and Arrow, 1959), was treated. with
nystatin similarly as that for H cutiruerum. Neither
the survivorship reduction nor cell leakage was observed.
RESULTS ATI) LIS CUSS IONS
It is well known that polyenes are acting only against
eukaryotes but not bacteria (Edwards, 1980) The results
showed that H. cutirubrum is an exception.
From Eig. 1, it Is clear that H. cutirubrum is inact-rew»v wnrwriC'
ivated by nystatin though at a much higher drug concent¬
ration than that of the fungi, Candida albicans and
C. krusei (Mas and Pina, 1980).
The inactivation of the H. cutirubrum by the nystatin
is exnected to involve the leakage of the cell contents..i- •—
Eig. 2. illustrates this promptly as the E' liberation is
related to the nystatin concentration and the periods of
t r e a t m e n t s. 11 is inte res ting t o no t e a gain that the drug
concentration required to produce the leakage effect for
H. cutirubrum is many folds higher, than that for C. albicans
.1. I I.. 11II mil. I nw II I III! - - III » tf «w—»IIV»WW'V -
(Johnson et al., 1978).
Since nystatin selectively interacts with membrane
sterols of susceptible cells (Kruff and kernel, 1974) and
causes membrane damages, our results suggest that the
membrane of the H. cutirubrum should also contain sterol.
The relative sensitivity or resistance of susceptible cells
to polyenes is determined by the relative amounts of sterols
found in the membrane components (Thompson et al., 1971;
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Fryber g et al., 1975). The low susceptibility of the
H, cutirubruin to nysta tin as compared to o other susceptible
cells indicates that the amount of sterol in the bacterium
should be meagre. It is interesting to note that the
precursor of sterol, squalene also found to occur in
halobacterium with a dry weight of 0.1% (Torna.bene et alo,
1969) and plays an. important structural role in maintainin
the membrane stability (Kramer et al 1972).
H. cutiriibri is a member of Archaebacteria a grop
of microorganisms that forms the third kingdom of living
organisms of er than Eukaryo t es and Eu.bacteria (vicese and
Fox, 1977). It has been proposed by Van Valen et al
(1980) and Mori and Osawa (1979) respectively that the
Archaebacteria should have been diverged erly from the
evolutionary cell line of Eukaryotes Since sterol is
an eukaryotic cell component, the implica tea. presence of
trace amount of sterol in H. cutirubruln may probably












Fi 3. The effect of nystatin concentration on the
inactivation of H.cutirubrum. Exponentially
growing u. cutirubrum cells ranging from 10 2
to 10 were spread on the yeast, cxtract omitted
halophile .Lrarcontaining different coYncentrati ons
of nystatin. Colonies were counted after 7 day
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Fig. 2 Intracellular K+ leakage mediated by nystatin at
different concentrations: o , 1000 unit/ml; ,
2000 unit/ml; , 3000 unit/ml and , 4000 unit/ml.
The bacteria were suspended in the salines containing
the respective concentration of nystatin. At intervals,
cells in suspensions were removed and the K+ concent-
rations in the supernatants were measured with a
flame photometer.
The Occurrence of Sterol in Halobacterium cutirubrum.
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SUMMARY
The characteristic pattern change of the ultraviolet
absorbance of the nystatin when interacted with the lipid
extract from Halobacterium cutirubrum confirms the presence
of sterol in this halophile. Qualitative analysis of the
sterol through gas chromatography shows that the sterol
may either be a cholesterol or its derivative. This sterol
occurs in H. cutirubrum to an amount of about 0.05 % of the
dry weight of the cell.
TNTOODTTOTTON
Simply with respect to the structure of the cell
envelope? Halobacterium is an 'odd-man1 among other
bacteria. The halobaeteria lack mureimic acid, diamino-
pimelic acid and D-amino acids, and hence lack a mucopeptide
layer (Brown, 1964; Larsen, 1967; Kushner, 1968) which is
usually regarded as a hallmark for bacteria. The major cell
surface component of the halobaeteria, instead, is an
eukaryotic type glycoprotein (keschei, 1981), The halophilic
envelope also carries some other unique features that relate
either to phylogenetic or adaptation importance, These
unique features include the following: (1) The major polar
lipid, phosphatidyl glycerophosphate, has two ionized
phosphate groups at neutral pH (Kates and Hancock, 1971;
Kates, 1972). (2) A substantial fraction of non-polar
lipids (8 to 10 % by weight) contains the bacterioruberin
(kelly, et al., 1970) and scualene (Tornabene et al.,1969;
Kramer, et al., 1972) in about equal amounts. There are
also unique features of which the significance is not
known. Discoveries in this aspect include that all the
polar liuias contain ether rather than ester linkages and
-La. J
all of them contain a single kind of hvdrocarbon chainVJ
(dihydrophytyl) with four methyl branches (Kates et al.5
As reported in the preceding paper, the discovery
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of the nys Latin susceptibility of the cut H. cutirubrum is
likely to hint another unusual feature pertaining to the
halophile I s membrane lipid: sterol, an eukaryotic cell
component, may be present in H. cu tirubrubru. In this paper,
how investigations were then proceeded to authenticate
this possibility is reported.
MATERIALS ALL METHODS
A. Detection of sterol in Halobacterium cutirubrumhi i ih«» ji i mu i» m mm aaww flK tTW«giC it - mam qm.y'tro-n «- «•»tff1lirT~MMfTWrJrTTfn«HrtfI iWI lii'BMT'TniI 'I tfTTBTl«TI1t~T~nfTTViinn—MiMiiliinirfiliiTni nHilfMlt—mmiirfMfci !«Mir——linaaiM ia—ii—iiiMiaa iiiim..ii «i «ir-«v(_-wr
Growth of Bacteria
The H. cutirubrum, provided by Prof. J.I.E. Wong (Kwok
and Wong, 1980), was grown in the yeast extract free Sehgal
and Gibbons!s medium (I960) at 37°C under high aeration.
The ornission of yeast extract was to ensure the cornp 1 ete
absence of sterols in the halobroth. The casamino acid
used in the medium was vitamin-free. The halobacterium
couId. still grow we 11 though a t a s 1 ower rate0e 11 s at
late log phase were harvested through centrifugation at
1500 g for 20 min.
Extraction of lipids
The extraction method was adopted from Patch et al.
(1951). The collected cell sample was homogeniz ed with
ehloroform-methanol (2:1) at a ratio of 1 gm wet weight
sample to 19 ml solvent. The homogenized material was
filtered through a fa st grade filter paper and the filtrate
was collected. Residues on the filter paper was washed with
with the chloroform-methanol solvent until the final
solvent amount used was 50 times to that of the original
sample. The combined filtrate was mixed thoroughly with
10 % by volume of distilled water. The system was covered
and allowed to stand overnight in a separating funnel, The
red colour chloroform phase was withdrawn and concentrated
in a rotary evaporator under vacuum to dryness for weight
estimation. ,j-he sample was then dissolved in trace amount
of chloroform (to prevent dryness) and stored under a
nitrogen atmosphere in the refrigerator.
Purification of the Sterol Component
The total lipid extract was fractionated by thin
layer chromatography (TLC) on Dilica gel plates (Merck,
PorZj_) . Hexane-ethyl acetate (3:1) was used as the solvent
for development. Srgosterol was used as reference for
locating the sterol component, fraction matching the
reference (Pig. 1) was scraped out and extracted with
chloroform. The chloroform suspension was filtered and
the filtrate was concentrated to dryness in vacuum by the
rotatory evaporator. The sample was then dissolved in
methanol for storage until used.
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Pig. 1 TLC for the purification of sterol component in
H. cutirubrum. Lipid extract from the bacteria
was developed with hexane-ethyl acetate (3:1) on
the left side of the plate whereas ergosterol, the
reference, was developed on the right. The arrowed
spot, which has similar Rf as the reference, is the
sterol purified for further investigation.
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Nis Latin
The nystatin (Potency- 5750 unit/rig) used was a
Sigma product (N--3530). The stock solution o the a.nti-
biotic (100,000 unit/mi) was prepared in propylene glycol
The desired concentration was obtained through dilution
with absolute methanol.
Spectrophotometric Measurment
A Beckman DB double beam spectrophotometer was used.
for all spectrophotornetric analysis. 0.5 rnl of methanol
containing sterol component purified from l0 ing of total
lipid extract was added to 2.5 ml nysta tin solution,
giving a. final nys,tatin concentration of 40 anit/ml. The
mixture was allowed to staend for Malf an bour and then the
absorbance of which in the rage from 340 to 260 nm was
measured. The absorbance of 3 ml of rethanol holding the
same amount of sterol component or 40 was
also measured in the sctille range of wavelength for
comparison.
B. Identification of the Sterol Component purified
from H. cutirubrumcroa%1r-~TrnunTrmr--?cmn-u-ti'i•itirm;rrrr- vt•ri~irmrmiv
Saponificationmaiwirtnihiiir—b—MBi irinrnTiiriinnmrmTiiiimrrniniTiflininnri
Total lieid extract from ten litres of bacteria wasi
suspended, in 20 ml methanol, 0,2 gm KOrl was added into
the suspension and ref1ux for an hour- The refluxed
material was transfered to a separating funnel and mixed
with 20 ml distilled, water and 20 ml ether, he upper
ether layer was saved. The lower phase was washed with
20 ml of ether for three times and every time, the ether' J 7
va.s saved. The saved ether was then mixed with 60 ml
distilled water and the ether was saved. This operation
was to remove the EOH in the ether and the washing wis
repeated twice, The ether phase was concentrated to dryness
by a rotatory evaporator. Sample collected was proceeded
to esterification.
Esterification
5 ml of pyridine and 5 ml acetic anhydride were added
to the samule. The mixture was then refluxed for an hour.
When the material was cooled to room temperature, SO ml
distilled water was added and mixed. 20 ml ether was
added to extract the esterified material from the aqueous
phase, The operation was repeated twice and every time,
the upper phase was saved, The saved material was then
washed with 60 ml distilled, water for three times. The
washed extract was concentrated by rotatory evaporator.
Purification of the Sterol-ester fractioni WIHIII CHVTlr-'HMnWMHW.IWl%!.WUHIMHr.»—f.iinniwll
The procedures for purification were the same as those
described in the section of purif icaxti on of stero 1 component.
G- a s C h r o i n a t o g r a p h ynm a in—i—'ii'iVwsaMaBu
Qualitative analysis of the sterol component was
proceeded by gas chromatography (7620 A, Hewlett-Packard).
The conditions for the analysis were listed in Table 1.
Pure cholestero 1 was useci as rej erence .
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TABLE 1. Working conditions for the gas-chromatographic
anal vsis of tie sterol components
Column 3% OV-17 (80-100 chromoscrh W AW)
3mm x 2 m stainless steel








Dig. 2 shows the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of
nystatin dissolved in methanol at a concentration of 40
u.nit ver m 1. The spectra 1 properties of the a,ntibiotic- L —
observed are essentially the same as reported by Norman
et al. (1972). The wavelengths of the four absorption
maxima peaks are 320, 306, 293 and 281 nrn respectively,
The ratio of absorbance of Peak 3 to Peak 1 is 0.77.
The ultraviolet absorbance spectrum of the isolated
sterol component (Pig. 2) shows no absorption peak in the
range 340-260 nm.
After the addition of the sterol component, the
_L 4
ultraviolet absorbance spectrum of nystatin (Pig. 3) showed
a marked pattern change. The ratio of absorbance of Peak
3 to Peak 1 is increased from 0477 to 0,95. The extinction
coefficient of Peak 4 is also sharply increased. The
spectrum change is not due to the su;nnati:.n of the respective
ultraviolet absorption spectrum of nystatin and Die sterol
component as Peak 1 almost remains unchanged and Peak 2, 3
and 4 are intensified to further extent than simply summing
up the respective spectrum of the two reactants.
Norman et al. (1972) reported that nystatin specifically
interacted with sterol. The nystatin-sterol complex showed
a marked spectrum shift, i.e. tee ratio of reak 3 to Peak 1
shifted from 0.77 to 0.98.
The agreement between Norman et al.'s data with mine
clearly indicates that sterol must be present in
H. cutirubrum
This deduction is further supported bv the gas
-i- _L o CJ
chromatogram (Pig. 4). The sterol component analysed
shows a retention time very close to that of the cholesterol
reference. Hence, conclusion can be made that the sterol
component may either be cholesterol or a cholesterol
derivative which has properties very close to cholesterol.
Rough estimations from the sterol-nystatin interaction
spectrum as well as the gas chromatography show that such
cholesterol or cholesterol derivative mav occur to an amount
of about 0.05 % of the whole cell (dry weight).
Conventionaly, sterol molecules was regarded as an
invention of the eukaryotes. Re discovery of the 4-methyl,
4,4-dimethyl and 4-desmethylsteroids in the obligate
methanotroph, Methvlococcus carsuiatus, by Bird, et ml,, | I «| I | III — M| - - , mi -| Ml II
(1971) has dissented this believe. In tm is respect,
H. cutirubrum should be another bacterium that violates the
monopoly of eukarvotes.j.
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Currently, there is a believe that the Halobacterium
is a key organism that bridges the gap between eubacteria
and eukaryotes (Van Valer and Maiorana, 1980). here is
also a hypothesis that lanosterol is biogenetically the
earliest sterol and cholesterol is the end product (Bloch,
1979). The discovery of sterol in Halobacterium would for
sure, shed some light on the investigation of the evolution











Fig. 2 (a) Ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 40 nuit/ml
nystatin in methanol in the range of 340 to 250 nm.
Peaks are found at wavelengths 320, 306, 294 and
283 nm respectively. The ratio of absorbance of
Peak 3 (294 nm) to Peak 1 (320 nm) is 0.77.
(b) Ultraviolet absorption spectrum of sterol
component (purified from 10 mg of total lipid
extract of H. cutirubrum) dissolved in 3 ml
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Fig. 3 Ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the nystatin-
sterol complex. The final concentrations of the
respective nystatin and sterol component were the
same as those in Pig. 2. The maximum absorption
peaks can still be found at wavelengths 320, 306,
294 and 283 nm. The absorption ratio of Peak 3 to
Peak 1 is shifted to 0.95.
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Fig. 4 The gas clarornatogranns of the cholesterol (a) and
the sterol colnponent (b) purified fron H. cutirubrua.
Both of. ese two sample s show a retention time. of
ten riiri under the investigation conditions as stated
in Table 1
The, Isolation and Characterization of Halophages
infecting Halohacteriuin cutirubrum.
QTTMM A Q V
The isolation and characterization of a new bacterio¬
phage Ml infecting Halobacrerinm cu.tirubrum were
described-
Ml resembles other halophages morphologically, It is
a tailed phage with its isometric head containing a
doable stranded DM The buoyant density of this phage
in CsCl is 1.54 am per mh
Ml Is characterized by its low adsorption rave and
long latent period. It is very sensitive to If irradiation
and high temperature treatment. Like other halophages so
far studied, the viability of Ml is maintained only in
high r!a01 or XCI concentre tions
T]TnvRnnTTnrTTniT
Stueies of Halobacterium in the past twenty years
have disclosed many unusual features. Some of these
features appear to he unrelated to the extreme environment
adaptation and may have more phylogenetic significance
instead (Bayley and Morton, 1978). The probable phylogenetic
position of the Halobacterium thus has raised much contro¬
versy (Woese, 1981; Van Valen and Maiorana, 1980; Kwok
and Wong, 1980), and no conclusion is likely to be drawn at
the present stage. One reason that makes this controversy
unsettled is the absence of genetic knowledge concerning
the halophiles.
The genetic system of halobacteria is almost unexplored.
An obvious approach is to use their phages as the springing
board. Unfortunately, only several bacteriophages infecting
Halobacterium have been isolated (Torsvick and Dundas, 1974;
Wais et al., 1975) but little is known about them. These
halophages isolated have slow adsorption rate, and required
high sa.lt concentration for stability and infectivity
maintenance. To facilitate the research along this direction,
effort should be spent to obtain more halophages, so as to
provide a simple model to study the biochemical, genetical
physiological system of the halobacteria.
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In this study, it was proceeded to isolate new
halophages that infect Halobacterium cu Uirubrum, and some
of their basic biological features were characterized.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Host bacterial strain
The host bacterium for phages isolation is Halohacterium
cutirubrum (Kwok and Wong, 19B0). It wes routinely grown
according to Sehgal and G-ibbons' formula (I960).
Isolation of HalophagesHWWWM—IHIWlia1 I1 IHHU—limMI—hwhWii.
12.5 gm crude salt brought from local market was
dissolved in 50 ml distilled water and filtered through
millipore filter paper (0.45 yim pore size) to remove
unwanted particles.
Components of Sehgal and G-ibbonsJ agar medium for
250 ml were added to 200 are distilled water, but only 50
gm NaCl instead of 62.5 gm w s added. The medium was
autoclaved and then cooled to 50°C. The cooled medium was
mixed well with the 40°C prewa.rm.ed filtered salt solution.
10
5 x 10 log growing host bacteria was added into the
mixture. After mixing, the mixture was then poured on
sterilized petri dishes and incubated at 37°C for several
days.
Plaque forming after several days of incubation was
scraped out and suspended in sterilized 25% sodium chloride
solution. Purification was done through serial dilution—
and the agar-layer technique (Adams, 1959). One of these
phages so isolated, assigned Ml, was proceeded for further
characterization.
Plaque test
H cutiruhrum was used as host cell. The host bacteria
were grown to a concentration of 2 x 10° cells per ml The
bacteria were then concentrated 100 times in the halobroth.
Plating tubes containing 2.5 ml melted top haloagar (halobroth
with 0,55% agar content added) were kept at 60' C in a dry
bath. When used, the plating tubes were transferred to a
5000 dry bath. After temperature equilibi4ium wa.s a11ained,
0.1 ml of host cell suspension was added to the melted agar
before the addition of phages. Plates were incub- ted at
A
37 C and plaques appeared in two days.
Growth of Halophage
Lysates of halophage Ml vasprepared by adding the
8
phage to the actively growing H. cutiruhrum (2 x 10 cells
per ml) at a M.O.I, of 1.0. Lysis was obtained after 24
to 36 hours under vigorous aeration at 37°C. Phages were
also grown as piste lysates.
Electron Microsconv
Grids precoated with 3 formvar were coated with
carbon in vacuum with a Vacuum'Evaporator (Jeol, Jec-4x)
for ten minutes, Caescuim chloride gradient-purified phages
(1010 phages per ml) were deposited on the carbon-coated-
formvar grids. After five minutes, the sample was washed
with 3 drops of 2% uranyl acetate (pH 4.5) and blotted.
The stained sample was then leaved air dry. To increase the
adhesion of phages to the film, bacitracin of 50 ugml,
as a wetting agent, was added to the stain (Gregory and
Pierie, 1973). T_ phage tails., determined to be 113 nm in
length including the baseplate (Ackermann, 1973; was used
as a magnification standard. Phages are examined in aV J v_J
Carl Zeiss EM 9S-2 electron microscope. Phage dimensions
were measured from prints at a final magnification of
295000 X.
Buovant Pensitv Determination
Phages were placed in a. CsCl solution (1.5 gmml
CsCl, pli 75) and centrifuge! .for 24 hours at 30000 rpm
in a Beckman Spinco L2-65B ultracentrifuge using a Spinco
SW 50L rotor. After eentrifugation, drops were collected
a r ri f-h o
of each four-drop sample was measured in a
Zeiss Abbe refractometer. Infectivity of each sample
was,. a s s a y e d . Th e of the sample showing the highest
infectivity was used to calculate the buoyant density
according to the relation reported by Brunner and
Yinograd (1965) for CsCl solutions with densities in the
range of 1.25 to 1.90.
Nature of Nucleic Acid
The nucleic acid nature of Ml was determined according
to Bradley (1966). However, the staining was proceeded on
an agar plate of confluent plage lysate .Phages f2 ¥ T4 and A-s.--- i. -L —I y 1 '
were used as reference.
Plate lysates were soaked in 0.01% (VY) acridine
orange in modified Mcllvaniner s buffer (1% VY acridine
orange solution, 0,1 ml; 6 ml 0.1 M citrio acid and 4 M
0.15 M NaHPO,) for 5 minutes. This staining buffer was
u 4
renewed twice. The acrid!ne orange soaked agar plate was
then bathed in 0.15 M NaHPCu solution for 15 minutes.
i
The agar plate was further v-..shed with molybdic acid
solution (MoCw, 1 gm boiled for 1 to 2 minutes in IOC ml
HAG and cooled. Precipitates formed were discarded and
supernatant was diluted ten times). The agar plate was
again bathed in 0.1 M tartaric acid for 5 minutes.
Fluoresence under ultraviolet light was noted.
Adsorption of phage to bacteria
The adsorption rate was determined through the
assay of unabsorbed, phages as described by Adams (1959).
Logarithmically growing bacteria at a concentration of
O
5 x 10cells per ml were mixed with phages in a M.G.I, of
1.0. As the generation time of H. cutirubrum exceeds six hoars,
the bacteria concentration was considered con,?tant throughout
the adsorption period„ Samples were withdrawn from the
aerated mixture at time intervals, and treated with
ehloroform„ The free ahages were assayed.
One Step Growth Experiment
Growth characteristics were determined by one stes
growth experiment (Ellis and Lelbruck, 1959; Adams, 1959).
The H. cutirubrum was grown with aeration to a final»»sv. twin—IW Jvamra;.?.
8
concentration of 2 x 10 cells per ml and KCiT (0,02 II) was
added, to give a final concentration of 0,002 M. The
culture was infected with the halophage at a M.O.I, of 0.1
After an hour of adsorption, the culture was diluted ten
thousand folds with halohroth prewarmed at 37°C in a growth
tube. The diluted culture was aerated at 37°C. Aliquots
of diluted material were titred at intervals of two hours
before and after the treatment of chloroform.
Host Range Determination
Host range of the halophage was determined by measuring
the efficiency of plating (E.O.P.) on each of the bacterial
O
strains listed in Table 1. Phages of the amount from 10
8
to 10 were plated on the halo-a. gar plates through the
a gar-1ayer me tho d. Plating ba c t eria we re the differen t
bacterial strains that had been concentrated one hundred
O
folds when they grew to the conentration of 2 x 10° cellsml.
The phage-host pair giving the highest titre was assigned
a relative E.O.P. of 1.0; titres of all other hosts then
were expressed as fractions.
Chloroform Sensitivity
The sensitivity was tested by adding one volume of
chloroform to three volume of lysate in flat stoppered
vessel (Ackermann, 1978) and was shaken regularly.
Infective phages were titred at time intervals.
Stability of Phage in Various Ionic Solutions
9
Phage suspension containing 10 phage per ml vas
diluted to 10 phage per ml with various concentrations of
NaCl, KC1 or MgSO,. hie ionic solutions were each contain-— Zi
ing 0.01 M Tris buffer at pH 7.4. The diluted sample was
left at room temperature. At different time intervals,
infectious phage concentrations were titred.
Thermal Tnaotivatio:
Phage suspension was diluted in 25 % salt solution
and treated with a temperature of 60°C. Sample taken after
different intervals of thermal treatment was diluted in the
saline and titred for infectious phages. I and T7 lysatesT I
were treated similarly for comparisons.
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UV Irradiation Inactivation
Phage suspensions were diluted in 25 % saline and
irradiated in petri dishes with constant stirring. The UV
source was of wavelength 260 nm and with an energy output
of 70 erg per sec per mm2. Energy emission was determined
with a Black Ray UV meter (Model J-225, Ultraviolet Products,
Inc.). ample taken after various intervals of exposure to
UV light were diluted in 25 % saline and titred for infectious
phages. T4 was treated similarly in UV-buffer for comparison.
RP.CTTTm.C
Isolation of Haloohames
Six phages infecting H. cutiruhrum were isolated using
the method discribed. These phages showed different plaque
sizes ranging from 1,0 mm to 3,0 mm in diameter on the soft-
top agar (0.55% agar). Phage Ml developed clear plaques of
diameter about 2.0 mm.
Phaae Mornholonv
Fig. 1 is an electron micrograph of Ml particle:
negatively stained with uranyl acetate. The phage has an
isometric, probably hexagonal head of 533 2. The tail,
743 2 long is joined to the head through a narrow collar.
The distal end of the tail carries a small basalplate to
which some small short spikes are attached.
Nucleic Acid Tvdp
Acridine orange staining indicates that Ml contains
double stranded DNA (Table 2). The colour obtained with
the phage Ml are identical with that obtained with phages T
and A , which are known to contain double stranded DNA.
The observed colour also agrees to th t described by
Bradley (1966) for double stranded DNA.
Buoyant Density Determination
From the CsCl density gradient centrifugation, the sample
fraction showing highest halophage infectivity read 1.1850
on the refractometer» According to the equation proposed
by Brunner and Vinograd (1965), the buoyant density of this
halophage is 154, a. value within the range of tailed phages
(Ackermann, 1979) .
Adsorption Rate—_____ rS _ , ,, ,
The kinetics of adsorption of K1 to H cutirubrnm is
illustrated in Fin 2. After an hour of phase additicn,
only 50% of the input phages was found successfully
adsorbed. The adsorption constant was calculated to be
7 x lO11 mlmin, a value much lower than the range found
in other phage-bacterium systems (Adams, 1959).
One Step Growth. Characteristics
—tmmmwn—runiMiimmw—t—wr»w»iwiiuhiiimwbh—iimMmni»»iiii«»—11mm m
Result of the one step growth experiment is shown in
Rig. 3 . After an hour of adsorption period, about 50%
of the input halophages was present as cloroform resistant,
presumably unadsorbed phage particles. The eclipse last
for three hours after infection. The maturation of the
phage then began and continued in the infected host until
lysis was achieved. The latent period last for seven
hours. Lysis occurred over a period of five hours. The
apparent burst size was 230.
Determination of Host Raneei—mm———jiiiii miiii —ii i wmmammtmmmmmi Swignmi IBMMIM1XM•««——r
The host range of halophage Ml is illustrated int—' J. 1— -
Table 1. High efficiency of plating was found with
several strains of H. cutirubrum, H. halobium and H. sa.linarlam.
But it did not infect some of the strains tested.
Survivalship in Various Ionic Solutions
The survivalship of Ml was efficiently preserved only
in solutions of high ionic strengths (Rig. 4). Among the
concentrations of NaOl, KC1 and MgSO tried, only NaCl
and KG 1 at 40 M could maintain the lOCUt survival ship
a.fter 48 hours of treatment. At lower concentrations,
NaCl was more effective than KC1 in the infectivity
maintenance, MgSsolution wes also found to he a good
medium for phage keeping as a larger proportion of phage
rema.1.ned infectious though treated a.t 0 s 1 M coneentration.
Thermal Inactivation
The result showed that this phage has a. higher thermal
sensitivity than phage T , hut is slightly less heat sensitive
than phage T (Nig. 5).
Inactivation by UV irradiation
The response of the phages toward UV irradiation are
shown in Nig. 6. The halophage was very UV sensitive and
behaved rather close to that of the T, phage. ThroughT
2
15 second irradiation at a dosage of 70 erg per sec per mm ,




As illustrated in Fig 7, Ml was resistant to the
chloroform through hours of treatment.
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0.1
Fig. 1 Electron micrograph of Ml. Particles were deposited
on Formvar-carbon-coated grids and stained with 3 %
uranyl acetate. The EM photograph was taken at a
magnification of 59,000 x.
TABLE 1: Host Range of Ml
Bacterial Strain o i] —'L.J__V_yv._y Elating Efficiency4—' u
Halobacteriurn cutirubrum J . T . E. W o n r
_L
H. entirubrum H. Onishi 1
H. cu tirubrum NRC'r 14 001 T-T R tr-i qfipri ft -1 ( I 1 J—_L. 0 J_ ( Ii.
K. c u t i r u b r u m H 4 R.£, Latta 10 '
— j,
TT. s a 1 i na r i u m b R 0 14-000 H.B. Christian 0.005
H. salinarium H3 R.K. Latta. 0.015
H. halobium HR0:V14001 H.B. Christian 10 c—ii i—i mimHuawiM—nwnm-iiihiih
T-T. halobium H6 it.«it a La t ta 1fivHW 'i m
Halocoecus morrhuae HS R.H. Latta 1.0
Sarcina lutea H. Onishi 1C 3
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TABLE 2:
Results of the bacteriophage nucleic acid determination
(according to Bradley's method, 1966)
colour obtained after treatment with
nucleic acid
specimen
typeNa2 HP04 molybdic acid tartaric acid
f2 red red red ss RNA
T ds DNAgreen green green
ds DNAgreen green green
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Fig. 2 The adsorption rate of Ml to H. cutirubrum.
The kinetic constant was determined through
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Fig. 3 The phage production of Ml on H. cutirubrum. A
culture with 2x108 bacteria per ml was infected
with Ml at a M.O.I. of 0.1. After an hour,
further adsorption was stopped by ten thousand
fold dilution of the culture. Aliquots of the
diluted culture were titred at the indcated time.
( ) one step growth (before chloroform treatment).
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Fig. 4 The survivalship of elophage M1 in varions iontc
solutions. All solutiois ased contained 0.01 M
Tris buffer (pH 7.4).
(a) NaCl at concentrations of 4M 3M 2M
and 1M
(b) KCl at concentrations of 4M 3M and
2M
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Fig. 6 Inactivation of MI ( ), H. cutirubrum ( ) and












Fig. 7 Chloroform sensitivity of Ml.
DISCUSSIONS
Electron micrographs of Ml reveal that the halophage
showed the same morphological features as that of the halophage
Ja 1 and Hs 1 though the size is a little bit smaller (lorsvik
and Dundas, 1974; Wais et al. , 1975).
Like other tailed phages, the buoyant density of Ml
is close to 1.5 (Auckermann, 1978). This datum, together
with the fact that Ml is resistant to chloroform which means
that lipid is absent in the phage, indicate that the overall
composition of Ml may consist of about 50% DNA and 50o protein
(Ackermann, 1978).
Ml resembles othei halophages in that its adsorption
rate is very low. with respect to the one step growth
experiment, Ml shows no abrupt cessation of phage maturation
before lysis. In this sense, Ml resembles Hs 1 (lorsvik and
Dundas 1978; 1980) but not Ja 1 (Wais et al., 1975). The
adsorption rate of Ml to its host is very inefficient.
As suggested by Wais et al., (1975), this, together with the
long latent period, may favour an equilibrium between phage
and host populations in a closed natural habitat like
saltern.
The host ran ere of Ml shows polyvalency. If ve havew KJ yj
some ideas about the natural habitat of the halobacteria,
the high efficiency of plating of Ml to several Halobacterium
species may probably be explained. The natural habitat
of halophiles are salterns. If fresh water is admitted
into the saltern, lysis of halobacteria resulted. This
would massively release the halophilic DNA. After the
subsequential evaporation of water, colonization of the
halophile may occur again. The halophilic DNA formerly
released would thus serve as material for genetic recom-v—•
bination between different flora. Hence the acquisition of
the phage susceptible character in the descendants is not
unlikely,
Viability of Ml is only well preserved in solutions of
high salt concentrations. Contrary to Ja 1, NaCl is more
efficient than KC1 in maintaining the viability of phage
Ml Vais et al. (1975) claimed that the ions and concentrations
required to protect Ja 1 reflected the intracellular ion
conditions in H. cutirubrum. • They also made a suppositionohwmmaiiiii—n—f —ww—immii —Imit
that sparse host populations might cause phage to adapt
to extracellular conditions while dense host populations
favoured intracellular adaptation. The dependence of Ml
+ -f-
to Na rather than K gives a counter example to this
supposition.
The phage survivalship in low concentrations of
MgSO solution suggests that Ml can also function in more
moderate environments than does its hbst. This is
advantageous to the halophage as the salt concentration
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in salterns would not be always in high strength.
The natural habitat of halophage should be one
receiving strong solar irradiation, therefore high
temperature and intense UV irradiation are expected. To
one's surprise, Ml is readily inactivated at 60°C. The
thermal instability is also an open question for the host
cell because H. cubrum cannot tolerate temperature
higher than 55°C either. The response of Ml to UV irradiation
is also desperate. The probable reason for the success of
the halophage to survive in the salte_rns is tb t, salt
crystals provide very good shielding means for the phases
from direct irradiation.
From informations so far available, Ml is likely to
be a new hal oDha e group other than Ja 1 anal Hs l. Further
study of this halophage may provide a key to open up the,
door of applying phage- host genetics to problem of
extreme halophilism and other aspects of molecular biology.
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